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Abstract

Fair queueing provides minimum rate guarantees and is
fair by being rate proportional, i.e, excess bandwidth due
to non-backlogged connections is distributed in proportion
to rate guarantees. State dependence of the scheduler is
restricted to whether specific connections are backlogged
or not. In this paper, we propose three alternate schedul-
ing mechanisms that can provide better service, in terms of
losses and delay variation, than fair queueing. The mecha-
nisms preserve the minimum rate guarantees of fair queue-
ing but distribute the excess bandwidth in a manner much
more adaptive to instantaneous needs than fair queueing.
We compare the performance of the proposed schemes to
that of fair queueing using different traffic sources such
as voice and video, as well as sources which have aggre-
gate long-range dependent behavior. We find that the pro-
posed schemes, in comparison to packet generalized pro-
cessor sharing (PGPS), reduce packet losses and curtail the
tails of delay distributionsfor real-time traffic and henceper-
mit the use of significantly smaller playout buffers for the
same network load. We argue that these schemes add robust-
ness in measurement-based admission control by providing
adaptation for connections whose demands have been un-
derestimated during the measurement process.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Fair queueing has been the focus of much recent re-
search attention [6], [10], [20], [1] and fair-queueing vari-
ants are being increasingly being implemented in switches
and routers. Two reasons for use of fair queueing are its
ability to provide rate guarantees and its rate-proportionality
which ensures fairness. The constraint of fairness and so
rate-proportionality limits fair-queueing schedulers inthe de-
gree to which they can be state-dependent. The only state de-
pendence in fair-queueing schedulers is on the information
about connections being backlogged or not. The price for
fairness is reduced state dependence which can translate into
increased losses and delay variation. This paper is based on
the premise that fairness is not a relevant metric for many ap-
plications and instead the relevant metrics are delay bounds,
losses, and delay variation. With this in mind, we propose
alternate scheduling mechanisms that while preserving the

rate guarantees of fair queueing (and therefore preserving
its ability to provide worst-case delay bounds to traffic with
bounded burstiness) are far more state-dependent. This in-
creased state-dependence causes these schemes to have lower
losses and delay variation than fair queueing. The schemes
proposed adaptively redistribute only the excess bandwidth,
i.e., each connection receives its guaranteed bandwidth even
if it is in no danger of violating delay bounds. Three schemes
are for excess bandwidth redistribution are proposed in the
next section.

The adaptive redistribution gives more of the available
bandwidth to connections with the most instantaneous need.
Unexpectedly high demands can be made by connections
whose bandwidth has been underestimated by measurement
during admission control. This can occur because of under-
lying variability of the demand, or due to sampling error in
the measurement process itself. We argue that adaptive redis-
tribution effectively identifies and directs resources to con-
nections whose badly characterized demands would other-
wise lead to buffer overflow under purely rate proportional
scheduling.

II. REDISTRIBUTING EXCESSBANDWIDTH

Simple Longest Queue First has been shown to minimize
the overall packet losses in a system with finite buffers [19].
Here, the scheduler always picks a packet from the longest
queue for transmission. However, if the arrival rates and
guaranteed shares are such that the expected delays are are
not the same for all connections then the longest queue first
scheme will always favor high delay (and generally high
bandwidth connections). Also, if buffer allocations are not
the same, serving the longest queue first may lead to buffer
overflow for connections with a low buffer or low relative
bandwidth guarantee.

To account for these differences in buffer sizes and band-
width requirements, we can simply weight the queue size by
the allocated bandwidth to make the scheduler a Longest De-
lay First scheduler. The scheduler then uses the excess band-
width to try and equalize the delays of all connections in the
system and minimize the packet losses if buffer sizes have
been allocated proportional to bandwidth requirements. We
will refer to this algorithm as FQ-LDF.



2Note that this still does not take into account the maxi-
mum allowed delay for each connection. An enhancement
to FQ-LDF is to explicitly take into account the different de-
lay requirements that applications may have. We would like
to be able to allow low maximum delays to voice sources,
somewhat higher maximum delays to video sources, and
much higher maximum delays for data sources. Also, con-
stant bit rate sources may require extremely low delays, even
when their bandwidth allocation is very low. To account for
these differences, a maximum delay, that is usually a func-
tion of the buffer allocated to a connection, is associated with
each connection. The scheduler serves connections that are
most likely to exceed their allocated maximum delay. Let
D

i

be the maximum delay allocated to connectioni. Let d
i

be the delay that the last packet of the queue associated with
that connection at timetmay see. The connection that should
be served is the one that is more likely to overflow and ex-
ceed its delay bound. Thus, connections should be served in
increasing order of the(D

i

� d

i

) values. We call this fair-
queuing with least-time to overflow (FQ-LTO) redistribution
of excess bandwidth.

The above schemes have not taken into account other
characteristics of the source that may be known during ad-
mission control. Characteristics could be the maximum burst
that can be transmitted by a connection or its peak arrival
rate. For example, if sources are leaky bucket shaped, as
is the case for sources in the Controlled Load traffic class,
we could use this information to predict future arrivals from
sources and calculate more precisely the connections that are
likely to overflow or see delays higher than the allocated. In
systems, where a dual, or multiple leaky bucket is used to
shape the input traffic, a similar approach can be used. In
fact, we do not require that a connection is shaped by a leaky
bucket. All we need is that there be a function specified that
provides information as to the maximum burst that can arrive
for a connection, as well as the worst-case time that this burst
may arrive.

The main idea consists of tracking the state of the connec-
tion based on its packet arrivals. This tracking is similar to
the policing function that is used to drop packets from con-
nections when they exceed their traffic specification. Based
on the state of the connection we can estimate the worst-case
arrivals for a given connection and use this to serve connec-
tions which are most likely to suffer losses.

An argument that can be made against the proposed adap-
tive policies, is that a greedy user will always receive more
bandwidth. In such a case, users may request less bandwidth
and try to receive more by sending more bursty traffic. Lim-
iting such behavior can be explicitly done in many ways.
The simplest is policing. If policing is not a viable option,
the adaptive policies can themselves be tailored to counter
greedy behavior. Instead of picking the user with maximum
queue length or the minimum time to overflow, we can, for
example, pick the second such candidate. In this case, users

that consistently overflow the buffers cannot depend on re-
ceiving any excess bandwidth; it will not be in their best in-
terests to be excessively bursty.

III. PERFORMANCESTUDIES

We compared by simulation a Packet Generalized Proces-
sor Sharing (PGPS) scheduler with our adaptive schemes us-
ing a variety of sources to generate traffic. For each connec-
tion, the scheduler maintains a separate buffer whose drain
time at the guaranteed rate is equal to the connection's max-
imum allowed delayD

i

. The sources used are:
1. Two-state exponential On-Off sources: We used these

to emulate compressed voice sources and so used small
maximum allowed delays for these sources. The mean
load generated per connection is 1/32 of the link capac-
ity.

2. Video teleconference sources: We used the DAR(1)
model used in [9] with a mean rate of 1.5 Mbps, a peak-
to-mean ratio of 5, and .98 as the one-lag correlation.

3. CBR sources.
4. Data sources. These were modeled as On-Off sources

where the on-time is Pareto distributed, and the off-time
is exponential. The density of the Pareto distribution is
given by

f(x) = a

k�1

(k � 1)=x

k

; x � a = (k � 2)=(k � 1)�

(1)
We setk = 5=2, resulting in infinite variance of the on-
times and long-range dependence in the aggregate traf-
fic. The mean on-time was set to 6 packet transmission
times and the mean off-time to 200.

We first compared the performance of FQ-LDF with
PGPS (which is simulated exactly) using only one type of
source. Table I shows packet loss rates for different small
buffer sizes from a simulation with 32 voice sources. All
connections were served with equal weight and the utiliza-
tion is about .98. At this high load, PGPS typically has twice
the losses of FQ-LDF and redistribution of excess bandwidth
to the longest delay queue reduces the aggregate loss rate.
We find similar results of lower loss rates for FQ-LDF with
video sources as well. With Pareto sources, the loss rates are
mostly similar for FQ-LDF and PGPS. This can be accounted
for by the heavy-tailed distributions of the on periods.

Apart from packet losses, we also compared the delay dis-
tribution resulting from FQ-LDF to that of PGPS. For sim-
ulations with 32 voice sources with large enough buffers to
avoid packet losses, we find that FQ-LDF needs significantly
smaller playout buffers than PGPS. We see the same effect
for video sources (plots are not shown for conciseness).

Next, we compare the performance of FQ-LTO with
PGPS. FQ-LDF uses the excess bandwidth to equalize de-
lays and it works very well when all sources have the same
allowed delays. When different sources have different maxi-
mum allowed delays, the FQ-LTO scheduler which takes de-
lays into account is expected to perform better than FQ-LDF
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Buffer size in pkts/conn Cell Loss Ratio:PGPS Cell Loss Ratio:FQ-LDF

75 13.18e-3 8.3e-3
100 8.198e-3 4.938e-3
125 5.61e-3 3.61e-3
150 4.245e-3 2.849e-3
250 2.061e-3 1.025e-3
350 9.614e-4 1.054e-4
425 4.876e-4 < 10

�6

500 2.8478e-4 < 10

�6

TABLE I

CELL LOSSRATIOS FOR32 EXPONENTIAL ON-OFF SOURCES WITHSHORT BUFFERS
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Fig. 1. Log tail frequencies for 32 exponential On-Off sources, according to service discipline (FQ-LDF or PGPS).

and PGPS. We use 32 sources with 8 sources from each of
the types described before. CBR sources are guaranteed their
mean rate. They generate at most 2 back-to-back packets and
have a small buffer allocation of 5 packets. Voice sources are
also guaranteed their mean rate and have a maximum buffer
allocation of 1200 packets (about 10 ms delay at their guar-
anteed rates). Video sources are guaranteed two times their
mean rates and have a buffer of 12000 packets. Data sources
are given a large buffer of 40000 packets. Since they are not
delay sensitive, they are guaranteed a rate below their mean
rate. Data sources are expected to use some the excess band-
width from the other classes to make up for their allocation
below their means.

The PGPS scheduler gives excess bandwidths to the data
class in proportion to the weights. Since the data class has
a very large delay allowance, the FQ-LTO scheduler gives
priority to the low delay classes in the distribution of excess
bandwidth. Consequently, the lower delay classes have very
compact delay distributions whereas the very high delay data
class (which also has underallocated guaranteed bandwidth)
has better tail behavior with PGPS. The FQ-LTO scheduler

achieves what one would want in this mixed scenario. Worst
case delay bounds are always met even for data (if it is given
appropriate guaranteed rates). The lower delay classes have
very small tails and hence need drastically lower playout
buffers than when using PGPS.

IV. A DAPTATION TO ERRORS INADMISSION CONTROL

The predominant approach to admission control has fo-
cused on characterizing future bandwidth demands of a con-
nection. If the source of a flow and the network can agree on
the characterization, resources can be allocated by the net-
work in order that the performance obtained for the source
meets its expectations. Characterization can be done on
the basis of declared parameters, or by measurement, or by
some combination of these. Many applications, variations
and combinations of measurement-based characterization are
possible. These include measurement of a single connection,
or an aggregate; for admission to a dedicated resource, or a
shared one; measurement of admitted connections, or those
seeking admission. We refer the reader to [2], [4], [5], [11],
[14], [15] for examples of work in this area.



4Measurement-based characterization of the bandwidth
can fail to be accurate for three reasons: systematic errors, er-
rors due to high variability, and measurement errors. System-
atic error occurs when an underlying nonstationarity causes
traffic characteristics to depart from their (initially)measured
values. High variability, as manifest by stationary long-range
dependent processes (e.g. fractional Brownian motion can
lead to local trends away from measured values; [18]. Such
LRD traffic models have been proposed on the basis of em-
pirical studies; see e.g. [17]. In practice it may be difficult to
distinguish between non-stationarity and long-range depen-
dence. The consequences for admission control are, how-
ever, much the same: long periods for which the offered load
exceeds that expected from measurements. (Here “long” is
with respect to the drain-time of a full buffer). Measurement
errors occur because measurement entails sampling and is
hence subject to statistical error. Such errors can lead to
overadmission through underestimation of the required band-
width, resulting in an attained quality lower than the target.
For bufferless resources, Grossglauser and Tse [12] have re-
cently established the extent to which admission controls
must be conservative in order that measurement errors do not
compromise the target quality with greater than the target fre-
quency. However, such errors will still occur. An analysis of
the buffered case is presented in [7].

Whatever the source and frequency of errors in bandwidth
characterization, it is desirable to have bandwidth allocation
mechanisms which can adapt to provide or increase robust-
ness. Scheduling can provide this, and we believe in partic-
ular that adaptive redistribution of excess bandwidth can be
an effective means of adapting to badly characterized traffic.
Consider, for example, when individually measured sources
are each to be provided a guaranteed rate out of individual or
shared buffers. If some true source rates are greater than ex-
pected, then adaptive excess redistribution policies described
above will selectively direct resources to these connections.
Thus we expect them to perform better than FQ in preventing
the buildup of large occupancies and delays, in the buffers
used or shared by these connections. We shall report detailed
results elsewhere.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Unless the fairness requirement of GPS is required for
policy reasons, fair queueing systems can improve their per-
formance by adaptive redistribution of excess bandwidth
without losing their worst case fairness property or their abil-
ity to guarantee worst case delay bounds. For many ap-
plications, it is sufficient that schedulers provide minimum
rate guarantees and use state-dependent excess bandwidth
allocation so as to curtail delay-distribution tails or offset
measurement-errors in admission control.
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